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 MESSAGE

            Digital media plays an important role in receiving,
producing, sharing and broadcasting informations. There is
no doubt that digital publications have always being a great
option that provide a wide new world for magazine design.
          I have great pleasure to know that the students of
Little  kites  bring  out  a  digital  magazine  on  “REBUILD
KERALA” for the year 2019-2020. I  congratulate all  the
contributions of the Editorial Board for the sincere effort in
making the magazine. I wish all success.

                                                      Rev.Sr.Aquina SIC
Headmistress
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                                  MESSAGE                           

Congratulations to the Little Kites who rendered valuable 
suggestion and precious time for publishing the digital 
magazine “REBUILD KERALA.”

 
                                                Sherly P.Samuel
                                                Senior Assistant
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      FLOOD-A NATURAL DISASTER

Flood is one of the most dangerous natural
disasters. It happens when excessive water is
collected in any area. It usually happens due to
heavy  rainfall.  India  is  highly  prone  to  flood.
There are many regions in the country that face
this natural disasters because of the over flowing
of rivers. More over, it also happens because of
the melting of snow. Another reason for flood is
when  the  dams  break  down.  If  we  look  at  the
coastal areas,the hurricanes and tsunamis are held
responsible for causing floods...!
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                                                  LOVE OF RAIN
  
Once I was sitting lonesome in gloomy sky,
Suddenly something get sprinkled on my face
It makes my eyes close and only to feel,
It get me cool from my dark mind
It reminds me to get up,
And to depart from the downcast of heart
I remain my eyes close,
It washed my mind and faded the tears
It leads to the beautiful place of love,
It born on heaven and slide into me
Lived in my cheek and died on my lips,
They are the droplets of love 
I just opened my eyes,
I wanted to see the beauty
I searched it for every corner,
But it was no more
They are killed ,
They live in paradise
Because of human violation.
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HELPING MIND

                            HELPING HAND
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അതിജീവിക്കും നാം
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Nature yet again proves to be man’s master
Swept away all the laughter
Snatches away the entire beauty 
When mankind fails in his duty.

Gifted with beauty and assets
Left the minds in grief and distress
where mind dealt with patience and rest
Mankind there has been assigned a test

Homes and shelter are felling apart
The only feeling is pain in the heart
Water is engulfing everything
Left the people to cherish for nothing

May God save who are dying
and comfort who are crying
The days maybe full of grief and darkness
but one star is enough to fill it 
again with brightness......... 
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നന്ദി
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